ABSTRACT. We show that, above the appropriate "vanishing line", the Adspectral sequence of a wmective spectrum can be read off from its Bockstein spectral sequence.
In this short note, we prove a basic folklore theorem which relates the modp homology Bockstein spectral sequence of X to the Adams spectral sequence {ErX) converging from E,X = ExtA(H*X, 2,) to a,X where X is a bounded below spectrum with integral homology of finite type. As usual, we grade {ErX) so that with dr : E?' X + E,S+','+ '-I X, the total degree being t -s. We have a natural homomorphism EO;* X + H,X which factors the mod p Hurewicz homomorphism, and we shall sometimes identify elements of H,X with their inverse images in E~X .
We have a pairing of spectral sequences ErS @ ErX + ErX, where S is the sphere spectrum. Finally, we have an infinite cycle a, E E;,'S such that if x E E2tX and if y E Fsr,-,X projects to x, then py E FS+'r,-,X and py projects to a&
Our main theorem will be a consequence of the following vanishing theorem, DEFINITION 2. Let M be an A-module. We say that x E ExtA(M, 2,) generates a spike if x is not of the form aox' and if a h # 0 for all i. The set of spikes in ExtA(M, 2,) has its evident meaning. The same language will be applied to each Er X.
Let K(R, n) denote the nth Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum of R and abbreviate REMARK 6. Spikes of E,X can be generated by elements lying in lower filtration degree than the range of isomorphism. Such generators can have nontrivial differentials earlier than predicted by the theorem (jutting classes annihilated by appropriate powers of a,); in particular, such differentials can occur on the bottoms of spikes the top parts of which survive to E,X. When X is a ring spectrum, such anomalous behavior is sometimes prevented by the relationship between the algebra structure of H,X and its Bockstein spectral sequence.
PROOF. Modulo torsion prime t o p , H,(X; Z ) is the direct sum of cyclic groups o f orderpr whose generators reduce modp to the elements o f PrDr and o f infinite cyclic groups whose generators reduce modp to the elements of C,. By exploiting the universal coefficients theorem and the representability o f integral and mod pr cohomology, we can use this decomposition to construct maps
We shall apply Theorem 5 to the study of the Adams spectral sequence converging to T,MS Top in [3] . As will be illustrated there, the result can be a powerful tool for the computation of differentials in the A d a m spectral sequence.
